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SUMMARY
This report provides a synthesis of mults gathered from student-conducted
interviews with Extension agents in North Florida to evaluate the AgClimate website and
yield tool. The website and tool provide climate-based information associated with the El
N i o Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and its related effects on agricultural production. The
main objective was to determine the efficacy of the website and tool in disseminatingthis
i n f o d o n to potential users. As the website and tool are still under development, feedback
from intended users is necessary for further refinement of these products. While much of the
website and tool contain useful and relevant material for some users, there is considerable
mom for impxuvement in the fonnat, content, and ability to reach the intended audience.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

A consortium of southeastem Universith (University of Florida, Florida State
University, University of Miami, Auburn University, University of Georgia and University of
Alabama at Huntsville) is involved in research to bridge the gap between current capabilities
of climate forecasts and the needs of potential users for this information. Recent advances in
&mate pmdiction, based mostly on "El Nino-Soutbm Oscillation" (ENSO) occurre= and
imxePsed access to i n f o d o n worldwide, offa the potential for fanners to make informed
decisions that can decrease unwanted impacts or take advantage of ex@
favorable
conditions. Toward this end, a website and ~ccompaayingtool is currently being developed
to facilitrate the transfer of climate pdicth-related information to Extension agents and
fanners in a format that can be readily accessible and useful.
The purpose of this study was to interview a number of Extension agents in several of
Florida's noahem counties and get their feedback on the AgClimate website and Crop Yield
Risk Assessment Tool. With Extension agents as our target audience, this study was
designed to assess:

*

The "usa-fricndliaes" of the websThe conteat and quality of the information provided in the website/tool
The usefulness of the websiUtool to f a r m and Extension agents
The potential users of the website/tool, including different types of f m r s and other
stakeholders.

1 2 Study Area
This study builds on the previous work of Cabma et al(1999) that investigated the
potential use of long-ran@ climate forecasts by agricultural Extension agents in Florida. One
of the major findings of this report was that fanners in the northern pat of Florida an better
positioned to respond to climate pdktions, due to the more diverse and smaller operations
found in this region, wmpared to those in the south. Given this consideration. Extension
agents from northern couaties wert selected as the pimary target group of this study. Over
the course of a two-week period, eight Extension agents and one'mganic grower were
interviewed. The htewicwees are from the following counties: Alachua. Bradford, Sanlsota,
Lafayate, Levy, Gilchrisf Taylor, and Madison.

2 0 METHODOLOGY

Interviews were conducted using the mdhodology known as "sondeo." The sondeo
(Hildebrand, 1981) is a team survey process that was developed to provide information
l
It is structud around a
rapidly and economically about agricultural and ~ r aproblems.
series of informal, conversational interviews between the team and stakeholders. It is a
multidisciplinary process from data collection through report writing, with each team ideally
including people from the social and the agricultural sciences. This approach strives to avoid
a typical problem of "team" reports in which proftssionals from q a m k disciplines write
individual repolts based on their specialties and then combine them without much cross
fertikdon. In a sondeo, data are shared among the different teams and report writing is
done as a group so that observations are confirmed, debated and analyzed within teams, as
well as with members of the other teams. The results may be quantified or not, but the
accuracy of the findings is strengthened by the c m h e c k i n g &s.
Using this process, the
final report may be completed within days of the final fieldwork, assuring the timeliness of
the results.

The sondeo was d e d out from January 29 to February 11 by six graduate students
from the spring cwrse AEE 5232 (Farming Systems Research and Extension). The students
brought to the study a diverse research beckground in the fields of anthropology, forestry,
natural resource management, agricultural economics, and entomology. Sondeo members
were broken into teams of two or three for each interview. Interviews were conducted as
informal conversations. After a team inhoduced itself and explained the subject of the
research, the stakebider and the team informally discussed different aspects of the web page
and the tool. This open-ended approach enabled topics to emerge and be pursued that might
have been missed if the mearchers had used only previously formulated questions. Notes
, team members wrote
were a taken in the sondeo interviews. Following each i n t e ~ e wthe
individual notes, then they compad them and wrote a joint report for the interview.

During class periods, the joint reports from each team were shared and thoroughly
discussed among all the teams. As each team presented its findings, they could be c W ~ e d ,
challenged or ~ n m s k with
d the results of the other teams. E+!
was expected to take
notes on the findines of each team. as all members were reswnsible for the findings of a l l the
teams. This pmo& of reporting i d discussion served as the opportunity to be*-noting
trends, gaps in infomation and new questions to be pursued.

23 Report Writing
The report smcture was discussed and agreed upon by all of the team members.
Two-person teams took responsibility for writing drafts of each section of the report. The
entire sondeo team w o w together to edit and produce the fmal report. As the group
discussed each section, changes were made to the document. Class members wrote
conclusions and recommendations collectively at the time of editing.

3.0 RlBUL.T!S
3.1 The A g C h a b Website

This section of the m r t vrovidcs a summarv of information about the format and
content of the ''AgClkmW website that was collect& during the sondeo. In general, the
website received varying amounts of praise. Although many recommendations were
forthcoming, maladywith regardto the content i f the website, the typical agriculturalcrop Extension agent liked the site, thought it was US&& Md found it to be rather userfrimdy. These agents seemed to be comfortable with computers, possessing the requisite
website navigation skills lsecessary to access the information presented by this website.
Curiously, the more critical reviews came from participants more adept at using
computers. For example, a pa!ticuIar Extension agent was very critical and had many
commeatslsuggestions for improving the website based on his in-depth familiarity and
expertise with computers and websites. (Please =view the Appendix for specific comments
and recommendationsfrom this agent.) Two other reviewers (who seemed to rely less on
computers, in gemrat) qnestionedthe a p p W t y of the website to their comzms, appearwl
to be confused with the overall intent (or goal) of this website, and inquid about who the
in~audiencefwthisprodUCtactuallywas.
Although one participant stated that producers cumntly do not make decisions based on
ENS0 fomasm, many agreed that consideration andlor use of the information provided by
this website wwld bcin&tant for fanners (and Extension agents). Some hqkrtant
questions raised that impinge upon the pkatial Wadoption of this website were:
How sccuntte are the fomxsts? Was it accurate for this past year? Fanners are
going to want to know how reliable the pdictions have been.

Whm will this website be located? Inside of FAWN?
Will the ENS0 f o m x t s be updated periodically? (For example, wiIl forecasts be
updated that reflect an incnxsed accuracy of predictions as the date of the next
ENS0 phase appmches?)
3.1.1 Formatof the website

Respondents wenz split in theii assessments of -er
the site is user-friendly or not.
Approximately half found it easy to use and to be laid out fairly well, while the others did
not. In terms of both the layout and the explicit h k s to i n f o d o n , there was general
agreement about the necessity of keeping U B operations
~
simple if farmers are expected to
use this site. The reason for this is that mosrfanners want spec* information quickly.
They do not want to dig through layers of extraoeous information, or browse through various
pages of the site.

Specific comments and suggestions regarding the format include:
One Extension agent said that it was easy to get to specific crop information pages
(through the links on the "Crop Management Tools" page), and that farmers would
like the ease of accessibility that this example displays.
Another agent stated that the selection of a commodity crop from the "Crop
Management Tools'' page sends the user to a worthless page (e.g., "Important
Tomato-Producing Counties in the SECC Region") that does not add any real
infomation - it is merely an extraneous page that complicates and slows navigation
through the website.
a

Also, the sug
-

reprinted in the parentheses above might be insulting to
someone growing tomatoes in a county that is not listed (highlighted) as "important."

There was general consensus that all tables and graphs need to be clearly labeled. In
addition, several participants questioned the source of data for different tables and
graphs, and suggested that this information should be noted.
a

The CLIMATE link at the top of the homepage for any given crop needs to be
featured more prominently, as this is the core information of the website

In general, most mpondents agreed that explanatory information and
mmmendations pnsented on the website need to be more explicit, use less "academic"
(e.g., inside the website, with the tools, etc.). Some
language, and provide better inst~ctio11~
interviewees also expressed that the AgCLimate homepage should state more explicitly how
this website differs from others, because if not, fanners may simply conclude that it is "just
another website" despite containing potentially useful infomation for producers and other
users.
3.1.2 Content of the website
3.1.2.a What is ENSO?

G e d y speaking, most farmers are going to understand the difference between
climate and weather, and are likely be familiar with the tenn '931 Niao" - although perhaps
only to the point that they associate it with "weird" weather, acdording to one Extension
agent. However, if farmers do know somewhat more, they may still tend to get the
associated weather patterns for El N i o and La Niaa confused
However, the term "ENSO" itself will probably be nmnhgless to most farmers.
Almost all of the interviewees made comments about the ENS0 acronym, generally
displaying confusion (and distraction) by the repeated use of, and emphasis on, this academic
term. The general consensus is that specific reference to El Niao and/or La Niia should
substitute for ENS0 whenever possible; one agent suggests the generic tenn "Climate
Pattern"can be used in place of the ENS0 acronym.

On a positive note, one agent stated that the homepage link "About El Niilo/La Nia"
provided good background information/explanation of the ENS0 phenomenon. This
&dy
kflected& dichotomy betwkwhat
fanners would w&t/use vs. what Extension
~ ~
concise information, whereas Extension
agents would want. Farmers w r m t s and
agents would he much more likely to access additional detailed information located
elsewhere through a link.

3.1.2.b Increased forecast &tortorlreauired
A pm&t
concern was the ambiguous weather descriptions co-nding
to the
three different ENS0 phases. For example, demiptors such as "strong wet'', "strong cold",
"weakw d were cohfusing at best, a& meaningless at worst. hteriiewees felt thaf at the
very last, finmers would want much greater detail in terms of the intensity of expected rain
or t m p m t m levels for a particular fomasted phase; but what they d y need to know is
the e.apected ranges ofminfoll and temperature, and information aboutfreezes. It was
suggested that average ranges in t e m p e m and precipitation. perhaps by county or regional
zones,would be much more informative and dear.
Many respondents discussed the importawe of h d f m e z e information and the
necessity ofhavihg the website display &for planning purposes. One agent stated such
infomation w d d be ex-v
useful. but was concaned that this website offered Little
reliability with regard to fnzezs-foreas& at this point in time.
3.1.2.c Discermnmt qf ENS0 phases
Another main conmu regatding the forecasted ENS0 phases is the need to have
explicit dates attached to both the cuuent phase and to the next (forecasted) phase. This is
important for evay instanz where the cumnt phase is shown in the website (e.g., on the
hompage and in the m a q e n m t guidelks). This ddmses the request for gmuex clarity
in terms of users being able to distinguish between the two ( c m t vs. next forecast) phases,
and the information/recommendationsassociated with each.
In addition, to failitate the understandingof how management
differ
between the phases of ENSO,it was suggested that recommendations for all ENS0 phases be
contained in one table, with the cumnt phase highlighred. For example, the planting
recoamemWhm for EL Nao, La N i and Neutral could all be exhibited in one table, so
users can c o v the informatidrecomme~onsmoss phases.

..

3.1.2.d Gmplhical represenmiom
Much attention was directed towards the various graphs of the websitelyield tool,
which included both criticism and suggestions for additional graphs. For example, some
participanta inquired about the graph entitled "Influence of ENS0 Phases on Florida Tomato
Yields" (from the "Hismid Yield Analysis" link), which presents differences in average
yield between El N i . La NiZLa, and Neutral. Questions included: What is the information
based on? What does "Neutral" really mean?

Some agents were intemted in historical rainfall and other historical climate data
(e.g., tempmature, frost, etc.). It was suggested that such data ought to be presented
graphically with specific reference to El NifiidLa N i e u t r a l years, and plotted against

historical yield data (as opposed to simulated data) in order to visually showlexplain the
0h~Sicalco~ections
this website seeks to address. These m
h
s could be dis~lavedon the
ke6 pages associated with the ''CLIMATE"link that is I& at the top of h'omepage.
Fanners tend to think in terms of their pust aperiences - thus, such graphs would he& them
wtderstand the other infoma& pres&e4 &ad wouldprobablyf&i&
use of the website.

the

3.1.2.e Management guidelines
Inte~eweeswere generally enthusiastic about the management guidelines and
recommendations based on ENS0 forrcasts, stating that the relevance of the material made it
useful to both Extension mnts and m c u s . Activitiedinfomation contained on the
plan&g dates, land prepadon, insurance options, etc.) were
various crop web pages
discussed in detail by participants. which indicates the importance of this information to
them. or example.-&me a&nts thought this infomation-would help farmers to optimally
allocate crop mtatiodaop mixes, and make related land leasing decisions.

(erg..

Several agents also made suggestions regatding how management guideline
infomation should be augmented/specified to address the paaicular crops grown in their
counties. For iostaoce,land pnparation details for cucumbers, melons, ctc. tne needed for
noah Florida counties with considerable amounts of non-inigated land, such as Alachua
County. To this end, a general grouping under the "cncurbit family" would pmbably suffice
because many details will be similar for the different species (e.g.. planting dates).

3.1.2.f Market ~ o m w t i o n
needed
Several wrticbnts mentioned the lack of pdcehnadret infomation for commodity
crops and timb&mi pmiwts. se.ve~eralagents s-ks~edthat markets, as opposed to climate,
tend to drive pnoduction decisions. They wggeshi tlutt links to market information for the
Southrnt, as well as other important ~ @ o n s(e.g., Mid-west), would be good additions to the
website. This is because some producers may be affected by crop/livesto&input prices in
other regions of the country.

This section of the report pmvides a summary of i n f o d o n about the format and
content of the Crop Yield Risk Assessment Tool. Generally speaking, Extension agents
found the yield tool to have great potential both for use by Extension as well as for farmers.
With the understanding that this tool is still under construction,&heagents made several
how both the ''user-friendliness" and substantive content of the tool
suggestions concould be improved. By far the most common criticism of the yield tool is that there are no
clear imtrudons on how to use it. As the yield tool now stands, most &tension agents
would have grea~d@m& in migating their way through if. Once sonde0 members
explained bow to use the tool, most Extension agents were able to grasp the utility of the tool
and how they and farmers could effectively use it. The following subsections detail the
agents' comments regarding the yield tool.

Issues concerning fonnat of the yield tool focused primarily on the lack of clarity or
confusion with the information presented. In general, there needs to be greater explanation
of what is being visually qmsented. Most of the Extension agents appreciated both the
numerical and bar graph representation of yield probabilities, but several agents felt that the
tool lacked the information on how exactly such data should be interpreted. Specific
comments regarding the format of the yield tool included:
a
a
a
a

a
a
a

The naming of this tool (Crop Yield Risk Assessment Tool) is too academic; consider
a simpler name for this tool.
There is no way to know how to input multiple planting dates into the graph.
The label "percentage" on the Y-axis is difficult to r e d
The labals "probability" and -1ity
of exceeding" are confusing. Several
Extension agents recommended that these names be changed for clarity purposes.
In the numerical graph,the range label should be changed to yield since this better
reflects what is being mpmented.
Under tomato soil types,"haplaqualfs" meaas nothing to most Extension agents.
There is a need to explain where information comes from and how tables are derived
(i.e., how are crop yields derived?).
Given the fact that partial color bihdness is not uncommon - particularly in older
men - considexations should be given to changing bar graphs to pattern so that they
are more easily distinguished when putting in multiple planting dates.

3.2.2 Ouestions Concanhe Content

As several points just mentioned i n u ~Extension
,
agents were very interested (and
very concerned) about how the infomation was derived for this tool. If they are to use this
tool with fameis, they must be assured that the information transferred is both reliable and
accurak. Some of the more pressing questions included:

a

Where is this information coming from?
How accurate is the information given?
How are the crop yields calculated?
What models are beiig used?

a

Win information of pdicted yields be compared with a c h yields from previous

a

What is the timeframe for the climate forecast yield predictions?
Wi these pdictions change often, and how often would one be expected to check
this tool?
How often would this tool be updated?

a

a
a

3.2.3

F-

Comments and Suenestions

Many Extension agents made comments on information they felt was missing or
misrepresented in the yield tool. One Extension agent identified data problems with the

probabiity graph in regard to peanut pmduction. When the agent punched in a higher
average yield than the graph identified, the program did not handle it well (there were gaps in
the yield columns; the "more" column peaked on the scale). Likewise, certain crops have
earlier planting dates than represented in the tool - the specific example given was in regard
to peanuts in Madison County with planting dates that begin as early as April 15. Other
suggestions regarding the tool are:
Include price or market effects (or xesponse~)to ENS0
Include graphs of yield for a crop over the four climate options (i.e., El Nmo, La
N i i Neutral, all years) on one page.
Include a grapIiical presentation of historical yields vs. past ENS0 events.
The best time to plant should be highlighted; farmers want to know what their
chances are for getting the highest yield.
Additional, similar crop models for forwhy, livestock, cucurbits, and perennial
peanuts should be included in the tooL

In this section. infonuation is pmented regarding Extension agents' opinions on the
types of management practices and c o d t i e s that may be more or less influenced by
climatc prc&ctions. Infonuation is also presented on the potential users of the website and
tool.

Some agents felt as though management practices would not change regadless of the
dimata pdictiom. They suggested that decisions seem to be more weather than climatebased. At the saam time,several agents commented on specific a m s of management where
the information contained in this web site and yield tool cwld be useful. This section
summarizes a few areas of management mat were addressed during the sondeo.
3.3.1.a Pest and disease management
If farmem know in advance that precipitation is going to be greater or less than
normal, they can take measures to minimize damage to their crops. For example, if it is
going to be wetter, they might decide to apply more fungicide, or if it is going to be drier.
they might apply more insecticide. Farmers might also enhake their disease management
practices or use disease resistant varieties depending on what type of year it is going to be.
3.3.1.b Immgation
In counties where irrigation is a fairly common practice or mandatory,management
guidelines and proposed alternative options to irrigation are not going to be relevant to
f m m . However. this infomation could be useful in relation to irrigation decisions around
crop mixes and land allocation.
3.3.1.c Market commitments and management
Farmers have a series of commitments for delivering their products, which decreases
their flexibility to adopt changes in management practices based on climate. This is

exacerbated by the fact that agricultural businesses today cannot have large margins of
pmduction deficits, as profit margins are very slim. Production errors could leave them out
of business. It was also mentioned that many products have very specific market windows,
so planting dates might not be flexible.

3.3.1.d Land use
A possible use for medium-term climate information would be in the decision of how
to distribute farm fields. For example, fanners could plant in higher fields to avoid flooding
if they knew that it was predicted to be a wetter year.
3.3.2 Where moducers obtain information

3.3.2.a Intcmt
In general, most Extension agents agreed that many producers use the Internet for
production-related information, for example to check daily fluctuations in the price of beef or
to receive emails from extension agents. Some agcnts stated that 80 to 100 percent of the
farmas in theircounties use the Internet for fannin&rehed information. Others mentioned
potential differences in the use of the Internet among different segments of the farmer
population For example, Pernaps large farmetx and hobby f~nnersuse it more frequently
than medium size farmers. It was also stated that since women and children might be more
likely to use the Interne&they could be targeted as users of the website and tool. This could
be especially important, as wives of male farmers tend to handle many of the logistical
details involved in the operation of the farm. F i y , a concern was also expressed that since
the average age of farmersis rising (it is currently around 51). older farmers with less
computer experience may not be comfortable using the technology of the yield tool.
3.3.2.b Extension
F m r s would be more likely to use the website and tool at the Extension office, coop, or feed store, than on their own. With the website in its current form, most farmers will
still rely on some intemedhy to navigate this site and feel comfortable with the information
that is presented. Exteosion would be the ideal link between this information and farmers.
3.3.3 F a n size and tvoe of umduction

Larger farmers an less flexible in responding to climate pdictions. Therefore, the
options provided for different climate years in this tool might not.@ relevant to larger
farmers. For example, the forecastiog tool mommends the use of alternate mps that would
be better suited for the different climate years. However, larger farmers with mono-cropping
prwtices require specialized equipment, which would not allow them to diversify their crops
based on climate forecasts.
A problem exists because market demand is weighed more heavily than planting
dates in relation to climate. MarLet is the primary driver of planning, not climate. Therefore,

even if the recommemhtion is not to plant early, fanners will still plant early and get lower
yields since the early crop will have higher prices.

The varieties in the tomato recommendations are ones used by large growers.
Therefore, largc growers who produce high dollar commodity crops would use this
information rather than small producers that have a direct market. In many cases, large
tomato producers are not actually the ones farming, but ratber hire cmp advisors to guide
management decisions.
The lone farmer interviewed, a small organic producer, was generally concerned that
this site offered little to small growers becauee the website seemed to address only large
scale commodity crops. Small farmers are not interested in any one particular variety because
they mix m p s and varieties in onier to diversify and minimize risk. Management practices
in relation to pests and disease depending on climate would be useful to a smallproducer, as
would more detailed frost information.

3.3.4.a Vegetubksandj%its
In onler to make the website and tool relevant for a wider range of producers, it was
recommended that the list of fmits and vegetables a d d m d be augmnted Specific
recommendations were to include: cucurbits, watermelon, peanuts, and lettuce. However, it
they manage
was mssed again thaf, while pmhcers would cmider climate p&tims,
these c
w
s primarily according to nrankct demand
3.3.4.b Cattk
For cattle -t.
climate information is relevant to decisions regarding the
producticm of forage and estimeting pasture yield. Redictions regarding the expected
@pitation for the next season would help producers detemk whether or not to plant
forage mps, the varieties to plant. and dates for planting. In addition, if yield is estimated to
belowdwtodegeased@pitetimWmchangesin~,producersmaydecide
to wean calves eadka than normal and stocker r a n h may decide to adjust their orders for
commodity feed or the number of calves that they receive.
A specific forage crop that several Extension agents recommended for inclusion in
the website and tool istepere&ai peanut This has become an important cash crop in Madison
and Tavlor cwnties. Climate orediction could be verv he1Dful for the ~roductionof perennial
especially regarding &ation during the t&f & years when the root system is
beiig established.
.

.

3.3.4.c Horses (bothfor mcmatiod and breeding purposes):
Climate predictions could help equestriaa operations take precautionary measures
regarding aaimal health. Some diseases are affectedby climate, such as encephalitis. which
is trammined by a mosquito that is more abundant in wetter seasons. Climate prediction
would allow producers time to take meamres to protect animals against this disease. Also,
climate prediction could inform decisions regarding the varieties of grasses to be planted for
forage. For example, when it is very wet Bahia grass develops a certain association with a
bacterium, which can cause abortions in mares when ingested.

3.3.4.d Forestry
Climate predictions could help forest managers make decisions regarding the planting
and harvesting of plantations. Regarding planting, if drier conditions are fomasted,
managers could decide to &lay planting for a year, as drought conditions are not conducive
to seedling survival and establishment. In contrast. if wetter conditions are expected,
mauagers may decide to plant earlier than n o d to give seedlings time to establish
themselves well-enough to resist flood conditions. With respect to harvests, if a wetter
season is prdcted, loggers may decide to log early or to postpone logging because of the
difficulties of opedng in wet conditions. However, it was also asserted that climate
p&tion would be less relevant to plantation operations due to the long-term nature of tree
production and harvest rotations.
3.3.4.e Other producers
Urban horticulturalists and hobby farmers wen? identified as other producers who
may use the web site road tool. However, because urban hoaicultwalists work in fairly
c ~ t r o l l e enviro11~nts,
d
predictions regarding climate are not parti&ly relevant
to them. Regarding hobby farmers, because they do not rely on production for their primary
income and therefore are not as concerned with risk (i.e., they plant what they enjoy
growing), they are not likely to use the information regarding climate forecasts. At the same
time,since hobby farmerswho do produce for the market are more flexible in their
production (due to tfiair smaller size), they may be more likely than larger fanners to change
their crops in response to tbe amagement xrcommdations given on the web page and in
the tool.
3.3.4.f Others (non-producers)
Other non-producers may be interested in the web site and tool as well. Institutions
c o d with risks associated with production and crop disasters may use the tool, such as:
the USDA and RMA, banks who make loans to producers, and insurance agencies. In
addition, the tourism industry was identifd as a potential user, especially tourist fishing
operations.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Tarpet au&nce: A question that m s e a few times thmughout the interviews was: Who
is the target audience for this website and yield tool? We coocluded that the possible
audiences were Extension, small producers, W o r d
m to large producers. The
following are some mommendations for each p u p of potential users:
rn

rn

Exte&m: The current infomuttion that is contained within the AgClimate website
and the yield tool is designed and laid out to be most accessible to Extension agents
with above average computer skills and the ability to sort through a lot of background
information to glean what is useful to them. 'Lhey would be able to transfer the
information to their clients, perhaps on individual visits, but more likely through
w o ~ porsinformation sessions. One Extension agent suggested that these tools
could be i n t d w x d at the feed store or the farmer's cooperative.
Fanners in a d : The average age of farmem is imrasing -it is m n t l y 51.
Womn and chikfren might be more receptive and able to use to this information and
technology. To introduce this technology, workshops with farmers and their families
could be held.
d D+Z~S:
The current information contained in the management guidelines is
not geared towards small producers. Interviews with small farmers to assess what
information would be useful to them in relation to ENS0 and crop management could
assist in targethg this tool to small producers. For example, more detailed frost
effects for planning purposes and information on a wider diversity of crops would be
valuable for small famcrs.
e o+ers:
Perhaps the information that currently exists is most
rclevant to producers who work on a larger scale. The question that arose was: Do
these prodocers have flexibility to change management ~ ~ X ~ L (such
X - S as planting
dates) whea a commodity m a k t drives their production decisions? Also, if farmers
on this scale mainly refer to crop advisors to make their management
rec~mmdations,how would the website and tool be useful for them?
Conversations with farmers could assist in answering these questions.

2. Fornrat cad~resenfation:
The above conclusions on target audience lead to the
r e c ~ m that
n the general interface of the website and yield tool should be simple
so it is A b l e to a wi& range of users. More detailed background information should
still be available, but perhaps a bit more 'hidden' so that it does not scare off people who

want the bare facts. Many producers want the bottom line and the more accessible and
simpler it is, the more likely they will use i t This being said,the format of the interface
is really dependent on who the target audience will be, but the simpler it remains and the
more clear instructions it contains, the more users it will have.
In today's mass communication age, there are many Internet sites that provide
information. In order to set this website apart from the many others available to farmers,
the site should clearly explain what exactly users can expect to gain from using this
website

3. Imoortance of c l W e in manapement decisions: In relation to the distinction between
climate and weather, it is not entirely clear as to what fanners actually take into
considetation regading management practices, planning decisions, and
madtetsleconomic factors. Particiuants confirmed thatcertain aspects of matwement
of seasonal variability sixmonths in adGance.
would benefit from having
Furthermore, if the information was conveyed in a way that was easily understood, with
confidence of accuracy. it has the potential to be used in long-term decision-making.
However, although long-term climate information wuld be useful, it seems that when it
comes down to what actually happens in fanning systems, the primary factors on which
farmers will base theirmanagement decisions are day-to-day weather changes.
knowledge of their systems from experience, and the market conditions.
4. Reconnecrin~a c a h i c s , Extension. and ~rodrccers:Feedback from this sonde0 suggests

a disco~ectbetween rtsearch, Extension, and farmers. Tbere is a frustration felt by both
fanners and Extension over the type of research generated by academia, its presentation,
and its utility to everyday practices. Caution is pertinent in further developing a product
that creates a technology that does not incorporate input from the end-users in the process
of its development. This project has the potential to reconnect the research conducted at
the university-level with the people who wuld most benefit from it. It would be valuable
~ target audience. The one farmer
to have this as a resource that actually I W C its
interviewed provided very valuable insights on the website and tooL Perhaps a sondeo
similar to this om wuld be carried out with farmers, rather than Extension agents, to get
their feedback on the website and tool. The results could serve as a complement to this
rePo*.
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One Extension agent had many comments/suggestionsfor improving the website
based upon his experience with website design. These include:
At the heinitial introduction to the SECC website, the h o w should emphasize the
important links (Crops. Forestry, Pasture. Livestock) on this page more by presenting
them in the center of the page.
Related to the above bullet point was that the SECT logo was very prominent, but
essentially meauingless.

E m p W i the explanatory phrase at the lower right ("AgClimale provides important new
tools...?bv substitutin~this for the current title and sub-header disolaved under the
SECC l0go1

-

Instead of inshucting the user to click on "the (weather) station that best represents your
growing conditions." have them simply select their county.
%parate the three states so it's easier to find and click on the user's county.

Most of the information on ENS0 mmagement practices is very boring and not
interactive - use of small graphics to highlight certain things might help.
Information could be presented in a betrer fashion by sepamthg it out onto discrete
pages, instead of having the user scroll down one very long page.
The w h i t e should be called AgClimate.net so it's easy to remember.

